
Terms of Reference for  

Development of a Licensed, Desktop Publishing Nastaliq Font 
for Urdu 

 

In this evolving digital age, Urdu, the national language of Pakistan faces many hurdles towards its 
transition into print format and digital publication. This is mostly due to the complexity involved in 
its computational processing. Urdu is an Indo-European language that has more than 160 million 
native speakers worldwide (not including people who could potentially understand Urdu such as 
native speakers of Hindi). Urdu is traditionally written using Arabic script which is cursive1 in nature 
and potentially presents several challenges towards computationally efficient and visually pleasing 
digitization. These challenges include (but are not restricted to):  

 the mentioned cursive nature that leads to multiple possible context sensitive shapes for 
realizing most of Urdu alphabets;  

 the optional nature of space between Urdu words if the last letter of the first word and the 
first letter of the following word are non-joiners;  

 the bidirectional nature of Arabic script where letters are written right to left while numbers 
are written left to right; 

 the variety in baseline usage where Naskh style fonts use horizontal baseline while Nastaliq 
style fonts use a diagonal baseline; 

 the computational challenge of large memory requirements if the font is designed by 
accommodating all possible ligatures possible in Urdu; 

 the visually pleasing aspect where the font does not appear nicely shaped if it is designed 
completely character-based to reduce size; 

In the face of these challenges there is no Urdu Nastaliq font available that satisfactorily fulfils all the 
essential requirements of web and desktop publishing. In order to fill this void the Center for Speech 
and Language Technologies (CSaLT) at Information Technology University (ITU), Punjab has recently 
concluded the development of its first licensed Nastaliq Web font for Urdu with the following salient 
features (this font is publically available for download and use). This font allows web and mobile 
content to be available in Urdu conforming to Unicode standards. 

 Lahori Nastaliq, character-based, Open Type Font (OTF) 
 Fast rendering speed as compared to other Nastaliq fonts. 
 Reduced OTF file size up to 107 kb only 
 Conforms to National Calligraphic Standards 
 Limited Kashida support using Tatweel 
 Supports all the relevant Unicode characters including diacritics and special symbols 
 Reduced line height 
 Licensed under very non-restrictive terms 

Now that the Web publishing requirements are mostly fulfilled, CSaLT, ITU aims to start working on 
a Desktop Publishing Urdu Nastaliq font. This font would fulfill all the requirements of desktop 
publishing and would seamlessly integrate with the relevant software (detailed below).  

Scope of the Current Project 

The requirements of Desktop publishing are fundamentally different from web publishing. While 
Web fonts focus on small size, ease of integration and satisfactory visual clarity; desktop publishing 
requires support for high resolution output that could be zoomed in and out without any loss of visual 

                                                           
1Multiple characters could potentially join together to form new glyphs 



clarity. It also requires support for more sophisticated font features like advanced kerning, spacing 
and kasheeda. As a result Desktop Publishing fonts are usually ligature-based (as opposed to 
character-based web fonts).  

Following is a summary of features expected from the Desktop Publishing Urdu Nastaliq font being 
proposed: 

 Open Type Font (OTF) meeting international standards based on original calligraphic style 
without involving any illegal ligatures/characters 

 Desktop/print ready with an ability to translate completely when exported to web 
 Compatibility with leading industrial publishing software like Adobe InDesign, Adobe 

Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop 
 Compatibility with video editing/animation software like Adobe Premiere, Adobe 

AfterEffects etc. 
 Support for alternatives/kasheeda etc. 
 Compatibility with right to left software that support regional languages, i.e. Urdu, Punjabi, 

Arabic, Persian etc. 
 Text justification, poetry justification/alternatives 
 Stylistic set 
 Auto-kerning  
 Support for a’arabs and marks for Urdu/Persian/Arabic 
 Competitive rending speed and size (font size should not exceed 3MB) 
 Compatibility with standard font properties including bold, normal, medium, italic, 

superscript and postscript options 
 Solution for line height 
 Compatibility with Windows, Mac, Linux operating systems 
 Ability to render Urdu rich text to its appropriate style without issues of keyboard settings 

conflicts 
 Licensed 

None of the available Desktop Publishing fonts does a good enough job of satisfying all the above-
mentioned challenges and as a result we still do not have any official Urdu digital font for Pakistan. 
This project aims to fill that vacuum by developing such a font.  

Personnel requirement 

The most important aspect of this project is a highly skilled calligrapher who is technically educated 
enough to be able to handle details of the font design process. We are looking for someone who has 
significant prior experience not only with professional calligraphy but also with computational 
aspects of digital fonts and information technology and who has been involved in digital font 
development in the past. As the development of a Desktop font requires several iterations and 
involves handling several thousand ligatures; the appointed person must be aware of evaluation 
metrics for digital fonts and should be aware of the involved scientific rigor. Ideally s/he should have 
prior experience working with similar Language Technologies. 

Benefits of the proposed project for Information Technology University 

Urdu is the national language of Pakistan and the current state of the digital linguistic resources 
available for it do not allow for its availability and proliferation in this digital era. Under such 
circumstances it is the duty of Pakistani institutions to strive to fill this void especially when the 
government of Pakistan and its courts are also intent upon popularizing, preserving and supporting 
the national language. This project would bring the following benefits to the country and ITU: 



 National Service: The proposed digital support for Urdu content on the web and desktop 
would allow for preserving Pakistan’s linguistic heritage, the Nastaliq style of calligraphy and 
promise a smooth transition to the digital era 

 Visibility: As the proposed font would be the first of its type, its launch would bring visibility 
and good name to ITU. We already witnessed such publicity on the release of Mehr Nastaliq 
Web at the conclusion of the first project. 

 Attribution: The proposed font would be licensed and distributed under terms of attribution 
that would require that CSaLT and ITU are attributed whenever these fonts are used. 

 Commercial Value: The major customers of Urdu fonts include publishers, print media 
(including newspapers, books, journals), digital solution and desktop and mobile OS 
providers (like Google, Microsoft, Apple, Red hat,…) and mobile app developers. If it is 
licensed under nonrestrictive terms for academic and research purposes and made available 
at a cost for commercial purposes, this could bring financial benefits for the institution and 
developers and could lead to sustainability of such ventures. 

This project aims towards creating visually pleasing and computationally efficient Nastaliq font for 
Urdu Printing, Desktop publishing, official documents and digital calligraphy in multiple iterations. 


